
1) What are the feelings you feel in your body when you get stuck on the Egoic hamster wheel? What are the symptoms you

expeirence when you are disconnected from your Higher Self?

2) How does is feel to use my Disrupt Strategy (clapping your hands and snapping out of it)? When you feel yourself 

going into the ego, into fear, snap out of it and set the intention to reconnect with the body.

3)  What are the most common Drama Queens you �nd yourself acting out most often? Do you play a di�erent role in 

di�erent areas of your life, or are you consistent? Bitch, Victimm Martyr

4) Where have you consistently abandoned your own needs for the needs of others? How does it leave you feeling afterwards?
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5) When you are doing the Higher Self connection meditation, where in your body do you feel her presence? What sensations

do you experience, what signs to your receive? Goosbumps, tingles, warmth, hair raising, etc.  Are they strong or gentle and 

�ickering? The more you practice connection, the stonger these signs will become.

The Vortexes of Emotion
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Gateway to the Divine

Grounding to Earth

When all vortexes are connected
and you have seamless flow,
you are vibrating at FAITH
 Frequency.

Pinneal Gland a.k.a Third Eye
You ability to ‘see’ and have clarity
Clear mind, clear vision for the future.

Throat = Trust Vortex
You ability to speak your truth, 
be heard.

Heart Center = Love Vortex
Where all the vortexes meet,
Where you expand / contract from,
Where you store love or pain

Solar Plexus = Hope
Where you feel fear or hope
‘A knot in my stomach’ meaning
lack of hope, fear is present.

Gut = Truth Vortex
Where you stroe your truths or
untruths. This will affect your
gut health (IBS, leaky gut, 
autoimmune conditions, diabetes,
food intolerances are all symptoms
of false limiting beliefs being stored)
Intuition - ‘having a gut instinct’ is a
truth trigger, or in some cases, untruth trigger.

Yoni & pelvic floor muscles = Strength Vortex
This is where you express your divine feminine 
power, your sensuality and sexuality. Shame, 
guilt, trauma is stored here resulting in lack 
of sex drive, genital numbness, incontinence,
hormonal imbalances (adult acne, yeast 
infections, herpes, ect)

I AM WILLING AND READY TO SEE CLEARLY

I SEE THINGS AS THEY ARE, NOT AS I WAS 

PROGRAMMED TO SEE. I AM READY TO BE 

SEEN AS I TRULY AM. MY VISION IS EXPANDING.

I TRUST MYSELF TO SPEAK MY TRUTH.

I TRUST THE UNIVERSE AND OTHERS TO

HEAR ME. I TRUST THAT I AM ALWAYS HEARD.

I AM SAFE. IT IS SAFE FOR ME TO EXPAND.

I CHOOSE TO LEAN INTO LOVE. IT IS SAFE

FOR ME TO ASK. IT IS SAFE FOR ME TO GROW.

I CHOOSE TO LEAN INTO LOVE. I RELEASE ANY BELIEFS THAT

ARE NO LONGER RELEVANT, OUTDATED OR DO NOT SUPPORT 

ME. I AM SAFE, I AM LOVED, I AM WORTHY.
I AM LOVE, I AM LOVABLE, I AM WORTHY OF LOVE. MY BODY

IS A TEMPLE OF LOVE. I FORGIVE MYSELF FOR ALL THE GUILT

AND SHAME I CARRIED. IT’S NO LONGER MINE TO HOLD, IT’S 

NO LONGER RELEVANT OR APPROPRITATE. I AM A TEMPLE OF 

LOVE AND BEAUTY.

THERE IS ONLY LOVE AND EXPANSION IN 

MY HEART. I AM LOVE, I AM ONE WITH GOD.

I AM THE EMBODIMENT OF UNCONDITIONAL LOVE.



Now that you know how to generate LOVE in your body, and with the help of your HS to expand it outward, I want you to

consciously tap into this practice whenever you feel yourself disconnecting from love. Change your body language. Breath 

like the woman who feel love, stand like her, think like her, speak like her. Look like you feel LOVE. Show up like your higher 

self in everything that you do, in every room that walk into.  No Negative Nancy energy, no long faces, no sad body language, 

no closed body language. If you need time to reset, �nd a quiet space where you won’t be disturbed and reset yourself. It’s ok 

to ask for 5 minutes to yourself. 

Smile, with your lips, your eyes, your inner light! If you’re pulling painful faces and you’re saying you’re overwhelmed when 

you feel love show love. When you feel pain, show pain. Stop sending mixed messages to your nervous system by smiling

when you’re sad or having a resting bitch face when you’re embodied in love.

This is your training program. The new you chooses to be open and expand because love attracts love. 

It’s very simple. When you start to feel overwhelmed and exhausted it’s because you’ve separated from the strategies and 

gone into your analytical mind - your hamster wheel in your brain, your ego. 

Take a pause. Disrupt your eg(use the hands clap or �nger snap strategy to bring you back into the body). Expand your soul.

You don’t feel depressed, anxious and overwhelm because life is hard, you feel this way because you have shut love out. 
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6) How did it feel to generate LOVE in your body? What are the three scenes that came to your mind’s eye that helped you

feel that love? How did your body language change when you were channelling love? Smile, shoulders back, relaxed muscles, etc.



Pop in the Facebook group and share your experience. Keep videos under 5 minutes, keep it short, and to the point, 

so that we can all give consciously and not drain each other.

And EVERYTIME before you come into the FB group, open your soul and be vulnerable. If you’re not vulnerable there is no 

point. It’s just talking shit and wearing a mask and that is the old you.  I want you to be open and honest so we can expand 

together. Always remember to give back and watch 4-5 videos of your other sisters and encourage them too, praise them

and celebrate their openess and vulnerability. 

Give consciously.

Love & light

Anastasia
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7) Describe what it’s like to cry when you’re in protection mode with tight, closed o� body language and a look of pain on 

your face, and then to cry with an open soul, a receiving body language, to cry from pleasure, bliss or relief.

Don’t even think this one time thing. This is a lifestyle, a consistent practice UNTIL it becomes your new default setting. 

You will watch and embody these healing sessions EVERY TIME you need to. You will practive your HIGHER SELF connection 

Meditation every single day until you learn the language of your higher self and are tuned in, tapped in, turned onto that 

guidance all the time. It’s a practice and a skill that needs to be learned. A weak muscle that needs to be strengthened.

I do this everyday! I’m not amazing at it because I did it once. I’m amazing because I’ve been hitting that spiritual day 

consistently for years now. Do I ever fall o� the wagon? Of course I do. But I have the strategies to get back on, and 

every time it gets quicker to do so.. The reason you have access to these healing sessions for life is because when you 

stop training you get weak. I made these audio �les downloadable so you can have them on your phone, on your laptop, 

whenever you need them, you have them.

If you do this session and all the other sessions only one time, it is impossible for you to get stronger and breakthrough.

Soon you will be able to do these healing connections on your own throughout your day without me guiding you, and 

you will never stop opening your soul and declaring to the Universe that you are ready to receive.


